1. On your copy of the plan ~ colour the lake in BLUE, the paths in BROWN, the woods in GREEN, and bandstand in RED and the swings in YELLOW.

2. You are standing at the bandstand facing NORTH........
   a. Which gate is on your right? __________
   b. Which gate is on your left? __________
   c. Which gate is opposite North gate? __________
   d. In which direction are the swings? __________
   e. In which direction is the lake? __________
   f. In which direction are the trees? __________

3. ON YOUR PLAN mark a CAFÉ to the southeast of the bandstand
4. Mark on a football pitch to the northwest of the bandstand.
5. You are in the café. In which direction would you walk to reach the bandstand? __________
6. You want to walk from the lake to the swings. In which direction would you have to walk? __________